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THE NARRATIVE IMPERATIVE

W 

 
HAT IF YOU PUBLISHED a novel and the reader couldn’t 
tell if the setting was New York or Naples? He wasn’t sure 
if it took place during Colonial times, the distant future 
or the present? Suppose the reader couldn’t identify the 
characters and had no clue about their motivation. Add to 
that, the chapters are out of sequence, so the beginning 
takes place at the end and the ending in the middle. Then, 
imagine a different person wrote each chapter, unaware  
of what comes before or after, and with little knowledge  

of the story line nor a vested interest in its telling.
The result would be a mess, a jumble of places, time frames, people and actions. It would be 

unreadable and void of meaning. It would indeed be a story that lacked a narrative.
Developing a content program is akin to publishing a novel. That’s why having a strong,  

cohesive and compelling narrative in telling your company’s story is imperative. It creates struc-
ture, builds depth, develops trust and enables your company’s story to be told in context. Most 
importantly, it provides value to your customers and prospects, giving them a reason to want to  
do business with you.

FIRST THINGS FIRST
Like a novel, an effective content program starts with an outline that guides its story line. A solid 
content outline has four core elements:

 

OBJECTIVE
“I want to post a white paper” is not creating a narrative. Same for blog posts, videos or any other 
piece of content. These are medium options, and we’ll discuss their proper implementation later. 
In fact, you shouldn’t even be thinking about how you’re going to tell your story until you’ve estab-
lished content program goals.

So what is your content objective? In reality, you will have multiple objectives, and they’ll likely 
include:

✔	 Describing Your Technology’s Benefit
This is where you can go to town boasting of how great your company’s technology is. After all, it’s 
one of the main reasons you get up in the morning. When you talk to others about your company’s 
technology you get excited and enthused. Your technology is the first to X and has the fastest Y. 
How can the world not already know this?

✔	 Positioning Your Technology vs. the Competition
When describing the benefits and attributes of your company’s technology, you do so in absolutes: 
it’s the most efficient, the fastest, etc. Positioning your company’s technology versus that of your 
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competitors is about comparisons: more efficient, faster, etc. Direct comparisons aren’t necessary— 
faster than the leading competitor by a factor of X or more efficient than any other by Y will make 
the point.

✔	 Featuring Successful Customer Implementations
I can already hear the shrugs on this one. I know, no company wants to tell its competitors how 
it’s gaining an advantage by deploying your technology. However, there are techniques that might 
make them loosen up a bit and talk about this. Try telling their story with anonymity. For exam-
ple, “A project director from a midsize manufacturer in the Midwest says his company has expe-
rienced a 20% improvement in quality since implementing our cloud-based automation solution.” 
It’s important to try to feature customer success stories. People like to know that others have im-
plemented your technology with positive results. No one wants to feel like they’re an experiment.

✔	 Establishing Thought Leadership
People gain confidence in others and feel more comfortable doing business with them if they 
demonstrate expertise in their area. Rather than just telling everyone how brilliant your company 
and its people are, establish your company in the market as a thought leader: 

• Publish original content regularly and share the content of others.

• Guest post on influential blogs.

• Share your expertise on social media by answering questions and contributing  
 to conversations.

• Speak at conferences and trade shows.

✔	 Feature Key Employees
It takes a village, right? Many individuals contribute to creating your company’s products/services 
and help assure the customer has a great experience with them. Featuring key employees in your 
content allows them to share how their effort plays a role in your customers’ success. This makes 
important contributors feel good about themselves and serves as a visible reminder that people 
really are the most important asset in your company.

✔	 Improve Brand Awareness/Perception
OK, creating and marketing content is going to improve your brand awareness—that’s an inherent 
benefit of a content program. But just because this one’s easy doesn’t mean it’s not an important 
objective.

✔	 Lead Generation/Lead Nurturing/Increasing Sales
While generating leads and converting them into revenue ultimately is the name of the game, all 
of the components of your content program contribute to this effort. You’ve heard it before: some 
content serves to fill the top of the sales funnel, and some content is directed at helping the pros-
pect engage with your company while they’re in decision-making mode. Other content is directed 
at helping close the sale.

✔	 Improve Loyalty and Retention
Your content program has helped generate leads and convert them to customers. Now you want to 
keep your customers satisfied and loyal. The cost of acquiring a new customer is far greater than 
that of retaining one. Content plays a significant role in customer retention. While your content 
can’t take your customer to dinner, it can regularly remind them that they made a smart decision 
to partner with your company. Provide customers with tips on how to get the most out of your 
technology. Invite them to participate in a forum where customers converse with each other,  
share their experiences and discover new ideas. Content intended to enhance customer loyalty 
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and retention is one way you’re showing them you are invested in their success.

✔	 Increase Engagement (Creating Community)
Make your website a place where the larger conversations take place. Here, you’re not just talking 
about your company and products, but rather discussing and debating the issues of your industry 
and the markets you address. Establishing your turf as the destination where the community 
gathers is a content home run. Encouraging those who view your content to engage with it is just 
plain smart. 

 
✔	 Improve SEO and Traffic
While ultimately you want the quality and relevance of your content to be the attraction, be sure 
to use key words and phrases associated with your technology discussion topics to make it easier 
for those searching to find you.

PERSONAS  
It may take 10 people to get to “yes” and purchase your product, but it takes only one to say “no” 
and kill the sale. That makes it imperative to create appeal for multiple decision-makers. While 
some technology purchases are made by a single person/title within an organization, more often 
there are numerous individuals involved, each with a different interest. Senior management, 
both tech and financial, want to optimize the investment while taking into account things like 
enterprise deployment, compatibility, technology lifespan and existing relationships with other 
vendors.

The key here is to address all who influence the purchase and be sure to speak the  
language of each constituency. Some will respond to the case for purchase as an invest-
ment; others will want to hear the technology argument for going with your company. 
When in Rome…

STORY
The No. 1 thing to keep in mind with spreading your message is to be consistent with 
it in all content posts and across all formats. Turn the top points of your story into 
bulleted items that can be internalized and repeated by all employees in any situation. 
It’s the simple “elevator pitch.” Media-trained executives go into interviews or meetings 
knowing they must communicate their top points. This doesn’t mean ignoring the 
questions. It means addressing them while being sure your story gets told.

You’ll need buy-in from all stakeholders within your own company on just what 
the salient points are. Typically, the developers and engineers want to push metrics 
while the marketers want to explain benefits. These don’t have to be at odds. As 
always, speak the language of the constituency you are addressing in each content 
piece. Just be sure to hit the bullet points.

MEDIUM  
Here’s where the rubber meets the road. You’ve established your content  
objectives, you know to whom you need to tell your story and you’ve created  
a succinct message to weave as a thread through all of your content.

Now it’s time to choose the formats in which you will deliver your content. 
Just as “I want to post a white paper” is not an objective, it’s also not a media 
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strategy. Each vehicle has its strengths and weaknesses, so the use of each should be aligned with 
the goal of the message. 

BLOGS
Your content program should begin with a company blog, the single most important content  
format. Make your blog a top priority and post to it regularly.

Benefits of blogging include:

• Great opportunity to tell your company’s story.

• Excellent forum to exhibit thought leadership.

• Extremely cost effective. Whether written in-house or ghostwritten by a professional,  
 it’s an excellent content investment.

• Numerous studies show that companies that blog attract more customers than those  
 that don’t.

• Encourages engagement. People will comment on your posts or even start a conversation  
 among themselves.

• Creates opportunities to feed social media.

• Great SEO tool that can help drive traffic to your website.

• Excellent way to build brand awareness and position products.

• Creates a regular/scheduled source of communication.
  
CASE STUDIES
Case studies have long been used in medical, law and business 
schools because they are quite effective at documenting how a  
specific process was implemented in the real world. They trace 
steps taken and examine the results achieved. But be aware 
that academic case studies review both great success stories and 
horrific failures; I recommend you focus yours on the former.  

The case study is a high-value content offering that does not 
have to be given away. Considering the time and investment 
required to create a case study and the educational value inherent 
in documenting the story, it’s reasonable to use them as a lead gen 
tool. This typically takes the form of requiring contact informa-
tion including name, title, company and email address as the  
price of entry.  

Case studies translate well into video, a smart way to create a 
highly engaging form of content from a repurposed source. They 
also can bolster your company’s LinkedIn page, be shared with 
relevant LinkedIn Groups, and add depth to email marketing.

WHITE PAPERS
Many people aren’t sure what white papers are—I’ve heard differ-
ent definitions—but they’re plenty sure they should have them on 
their website. A white paper is a research-based, authoritative re-
port or guide on a generally complex subject. It explains the issues, 
and offers the organization’s position on the topic.  

A white paper often will address technical challenges and then support the argument for  
a company’s technology as the solution. Often they are used to support the technical case  
for claims made in the marketing of the product.  
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Like case studies, white papers can provide tremendous value to the reader, so don’t feel 
obliged to give them away. At the very least get the user’s contact information. Promote white 
papers in your blog, newsletter, on social media and in articles you contribute to periodicals. Once 
again, this form of content can be expensive, so be sure to repurpose findings into other content 
opportunities.

NEWSLETTERS
Newsletters do a great job of communicating company mile-
stones, general news, industry trends, employee accomplishments, 
community involvement and lighter fare on a regularly scheduled 
basis. Multiple topics can be covered in a one tight package. News-
letters also are effective for establishing brand loyalty and thought 
leadership, and polishing your brand. They can help nurture leads 
or reestablish relationships with dormant accounts.  

There are also newsletters directed at employees. They cover 
many of the above topics, but are primarily intended to help foster 
a sense of employee community and help keep up morale.  

SOCIAL MEDIA
The best advice I can offer when marketing to social media is be a giver, not a taker. Share your 
content to start a conversation or to contribute to an ongoing one. It is not the place to interrupt 
a conversation with proclamations of how great your products are or to be constantly trawling for 
business. People are wise to this and will dump on those who attempt to dominate the conver-
sation with self-serving rhetoric. On the other hand, making selfless contributions with your 
comments and posts can develop your reputation as a thought leader who is genuinely concerned 
about other people’s challenges.

Here are some benefits of promoting your content on social media:

• Build brand awareness

• Communicate product news

• Establish thought leadership

• Grow your audience 

• Increase engagement with your audience

• Improve customer service

• Equip brand advocates with the resources to share your content and sing your praises

Actively marketing on social media also is very efficient, as long as you have a plan for using 
this medium. Research what each platform does best and what it can help you accomplish. Know 
what form of content best delivers on each platform.

To maximize the effectiveness of promoting your content on social media:

• Create and adhere to a schedule for posting. Your content program can’t survive on  
 tweets alone.

• Ask questions and start conversations about the bigger issues your content addresses.

• Focus on the sites where your customers and prospects congregate.

• Post content that addresses trending topics.

• Use relevant headlines and make sure they grab attention.

• Give more than you take.

• Emphasize videos and highly graphical content.

Share your  
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SUCCESS STORIES
While somewhat similar to white papers, success stories focus on the positive results and business 
benefits derived from the outcome. White papers follow the journey and lay bare its pain points 
and lessons learned; they end with the outcome. Success stories are upbeat, accent the positive 
and are intended to inspire others who might be on the same path. 

Unlike a case study, success stories are purely marketing pieces. They are useful in their own 
right, but are a lower-cost item, so access to them should be given freely.  

EBOOKS
There are two kinds of ebooks. Most know them as digital versions of printed books that are 
downloaded to a reader. Ebooks created for marketing purposes—you’re looking at one right 
now—are intended to provide easily digestible content in a graphic-rich format. These ebooks are 
more like the Cliffs Notes version than the complete textbook. You can easily tell the difference 
between the two kinds of ebooks by determining if you’d like to “curl up” with them. If the answer 
is yes, the title is likely available at your public library. If the answer is no, then not so much.  

INFOGRAPHICS
Infographics, like ebooks, are meant to provide easily digestible content, but are a purely graphical 
representation of information. They can be a powerful medium to convey data by augmenting 
written content or serving as a stand-alone piece. Infographics can easily go viral when shared  
on social media and they attract and engage followers and advocates.

LEADERSHIP GUIDES
These target C-level decision makers with subtly branded content in the form of professional  
development guides that focus on your customers’ challenges. Leadership guides aid in demon-
strating your company’s knowledge about the topic and experience in developing solutions to 
address customer pain points.

SPONSORED CONTENT
Sponsored content is an excellent way to reach decision makers looking for relevant news and 
features on popular online sites, industry-oriented sites or in trade magazines. These pieces are 
different than news or feature articles that adhere to strict journalistic principles; rather, spon-
sored content is promotional. Effectively executed, it reads like unbiased content providing honest 
information and citing credible sources, which ultimately serves the reader—and your company.

PRESS RELEASES
A key element of any public relations strategy, a press release can effectively announce product 
news, events or other worthy company developments. An effective press 
release should have an attention-grabbing headline, be succinct, include 
important data points, be composed with SEO maximization in mind 
and provide a link to more information.

An important objective of a press release is to have the announcement 
picked up by media outlets and incorporated into their content. Be sure 
to include contact information so they have someone to call or email 
with questions or requests for interviews, photos or other materials.

MARKETING COLLATERAL
Unlike an advertisement, which is generally intended to succinctly com-
municate a message, marketing collateral is designed to provide broader 
support of the message through storytelling. Effective collateral pieces 
are rich with images that advance the narrative. They can be used for  
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everything from promoting a product, to creating interest in and providing a call to action to  
attend an event. Consider providing opportunities for visitors to download collateral pieces 
throughout your site—just remember to keep them at a manageable file size.  

MAGAZINES
Magazines can serve a variety of objectives depending on your organization’s mission. For a mem-
ber organization, nonprofit, society or other common-interest group, your magazine can publish 
full feature articles that take a deep-dive look at a topic of interest to members. The articles may 
be investigative, groundbreaking or breezy. Member magazine articles can address issues that 
affect the membership and offer a position. The objective of the membership magazine is to build 
affinity among members and to cement their commitment to the cause and the organization.

If you are selling a technology product or service, you want to focus on the interests of your 
target market. Your magazine can include articles about addressing customer pain points and 
glimpses of future technology. It might include customer spotlights. Also, it’s an opportunity to  
address your customers as people with lives outside of work. Since they will likely hail from simi-
lar economic strata, you can include articles on travel, books, food and other outside interests.  

In addition to sending the magazine to important decision makers at customer companies,  
be sure to send it to important decision makers at prospect companies. A customer magazine  
can be an effective lead gen tool for high-level prospects and set you apart from your competition.

ARTICLES
Contributing articles to a media outlet such as an industry-oriented website or trade publication 
can provide excellent exposure for your products and thought leaders to potential customers and 
industry observers. Articles are more comprehensive than a guest blog post, and unless labeled as an 
opinion piece may need to include points of view of other sources and follow objectivity standards.

MAKE YOUR STORY A BEST SELLER  
At some point, you’ll probably consider using marketing automation tools and tracking programs 
that measure the effectiveness of your content strategy. But long before that, developing a narrative 
is imperative.

It all begins with defining your content objectives. You have to know what you want your 
content to accomplish. Then, be succinct and consistent in telling your story. Be sure to address 
all constituencies that can influence the purchase decision, and speak their language when doing 
so. Choose the media format that will most effectively deliver the message of the content you pro-
duce. Stay consistent with your story with all of your content offerings. Then experience the effect 
of having a narrative and a compelling story well told. Watch the needle begin to move.

Lastly, I strongly recommend your content program have a functionary, if not a dedicated con-
tent/editorial director or small oversight committee. This will help assure that you communicate  
a solid narrative with a cohesive story line that will play well in New York, Naples, or anywhere  
in between. ●
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ABOUT US 

Twirling Tiger Media offers 
content creation services.

We create engaging and 
nurturing content to  
connect your brand  
to target customers. 

Our writers and creative 
team creates advertise-
ments, articles, blog posts, 
case studies and success 
stories, ebooks, magazines, 
media announcements, 
newsletters, web content 
and SEO copy, white papers 
and more!

For more information  
contact Gordon Hunt at 
ghunt@twirlingtiger.com.
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